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THE ATOM
PROPHECY of NOSTRADAMUS

AMERICA—
TRUE TO ITS FORM
MICHEL DE NOSTREDAME QUATRAIN IX–11
Wrongly will they come to put the just one to death,
In public and in the middle extinguished:
So great a pestilence will come to arise in this place,
That the judges will be forced to flee.
Pertaining to the Clinton-Obama Administration. This prophecy is on currency,
Breton Woods Agreement, corportacracy evil works, the sinister hatred of the U.S. and
abhorrence, loathing, disgust of the American by China in America for their takeover,
and on the Supreme Court.
Also on globalization to transfer the wealth and assets to foreign nations in order
to equalize them, includes the transfer of knowledge on how to manufacture ICBMs
given to China by the Pentagon, and to have the U.S. ICBMs through treaty signing by
President Obama and Clinton to not be able to retaliate in an ICBM nuclear attack.
Pertaining to the Supreme Court.

NOSTREDAME: The United States is being controlled by psychic warfare at this
time through not only the multiple orgasms of the alien sex but the psychics that
the Red Chinese have replaced when killed that live on their owned property in
Idaho. And it is with the belief that once Americans have the alien sex, that they
will have their power always go to serving the psychics who speak to them from
Boise, Idaho.
NADA of the KARMIC BOARD: The psychics are replaced when they are gone by
new ones coming into the United States through the Canadian border.
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Compass Plant, a plant that faces North. Used in making the homeopathic medicine Silphinum,
for True North Principle.
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THE ATOM
NOSTREDAME: Even the propaganda of punishing is not correct, and this is also
propaganda. To exterminate the Jews, by gassing 12 million of them, is not
punishment. It is holocaust.
To exterminate the Tibetans, killing millions of them, is not to make Tibet
a colony, it is extermination and a cruel use of overt power and covert war.
To exterminate the United States, to torture the leaders by having the wife
and teens raped regularly in front of the husband is a crime so heinous, that it is
beyond belief.
Your body is your private property.
You hold it in sanctity, you obey the Ten Commandments to not lose your
rights to life and liberty.

NOSTREDAME: On the Bretton Woods Agreement.
The U.S being extinguished occurs publicly, that the U.S. is no more in its place.
The U.S. is no longer simply for the currency and the market economy manipulations of
the White House staff including the Presidents’ Agenda, the Supreme Court, the CIA, the
Pentagon, corportacracy, the major TV networks, AP and by the Treasury Department.
Aside from the dismantling of America’s raison d’etre, it however also the means
that the U.S. will be extinguished, by the White House. This has occurred ongoing for
more than 10 years, from their manipulation of both the CIA and FBI. The Presidents
have the CIA to, without regard to their abuse of power, to have free reign to kill
whomever the corporations say, with the police not looking, the FBI, not prosecuting.
The quatrain surmises the handout of America to China that it comes to take place
under this diabolical system.
Furthermore of the Nazism practiced in the genocide of Americans, they target
older Americans, to by mafia extortion of its management or to buy out the housing unit
and to systematically kill and rob them without anyone saying anything and where the
local police are systematically given hush money.
It is using the government to empower the CIA to kill for corportacracy. This
moral ambiguity is crime, also in seen in the military to torture Iraq prisoners of war
without moral equanimity and outrage from the Supreme Court.
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